Major items provided under the Scheme

i. construction of secure police stations,
ii. outposts,
iii. police lines,
iv. ensuring mobility,
v. security,
vi. provision of modern weaponry,
vii. surveillance,
viii. communication,
ix. forensic equipments,
x. upgradation of training infrastructure,
xi. police housing,
xii. computerisation, etc.

Note :- These items only indicate the broad areas for which assistance is admissible under the Scheme. The Annual Action Plans, covering these broad areas, are prepared by the State Governments, and submitted to the Ministry of Home Affairs for consideration and approval. Based on the approval Annual Action Plans, Central funds are released to the States, as per the items of the Scheme. The Scheme has made perceptible impact in all the States and has provided the much needed assistance and impetus to police modernization.